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Ultimate Canvas Gallery Wraps
Brilliant Color - Stunning Accuracy - Superb Quality
Everything you put on the wall represents you. You
want your work to look its best, and when you're
asking collectors to pay good money for your work,
not just any canvas wrap will do. That's why we
created The Ultimate Canvas Wrap, a wrap that
makes your art look the way it's meant to.
We start with our Luna Artist Canvas that lets us
print all the richness and subtlety of your original
work. We coat the canvas with a protective coating
that makes it waterproof and easy to clean. Then we
stretch it around premium 1.5" or 2.5" deep stretcher
bars, and attach it using stainless steel staples, and
wire for hanging.
Canvas Type: Luna Artist Canvas 340
Coating Options: Matte, Satin, or Gloss
Edge Options: Wrap Around, Mirrored Edges, Colored Edges, and Wrap for Framing. Click on the "edge options" tab
for more info.
Stretcher Bars: Our standard bars are 1.5 inches deep or 2.5 inches deep (it's your choice). We can special order
bars from 5/8" to 6" deep, as well as FSC-certified stretcher bars.
Custom Sizes: Pricing For standard sizes is listed under our "pricing" tab. We can create custom sizes for any need,
and are not limited to whole inch sizes. Custom sizes are billed at the price of the nearest size that covers both the
height and width of your custom size print. For Example, a 16.5x24 Canvas Wrap would be billed at the 20x24 price.
We can print canvas up to 60 inches wide, and we're up for any challenge you bring us!
Proofs: We always recommend making a proof before making a fine print because no monitor calibration is perfect.
Proofs let you see how your file really prints. Proofs are not stretched.
8x10 Proofs - $12.22
11x14 Proofs - $23.53
16x20 Proofs - $48.89
Quantity Discounts: We love quantity orders. Click on the pricing tab to learn about our quantity and large project
discounts.
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